ARCADIA PROJECT
BRING WHO YOU ARE
The Arcadia Project and The Visulite Theater Presents

MUSIC AT THE MOVIES

CONNECTING PEOPLE THROUGH MUSIC

WWW.THEARCADIAPROJECT.ORG

23 Skidoo

Nikki West

Thomas Wagner

Nathan Moore

SEP 6TH - OCT 4TH - NOV 1ST - DEC 6TH

Purchase Series Pass
Join us at the Visulite on the first Tuesday of every month!

You loved it last season, we're back with new musicians and movies by popular demand! Once again, a hand-picked local musician performs a short set followed by a movie about music and the power of music to transform hearts, lives, and even history. Lock in a seat for the entire series of four evenings for $60 (a $20 savings) while they last.

Tuesday, September 6, 2022 doors open 6:30pm.

23 Skidoo will perform original music along with Beatles tunes we all know and love before showing Across the Universe Julie Taymor's 2007 jukebox musical romantic drama centered on songs by The Beatles. Jen Kidd and the band will then host a Q&A after the movie. Watch the trailer for the movie here!
Upcoming Events:

**September 6** 23 Skidoo presents *Across the Universe*

**October 4** Thomas Wagner & friends present *Moonlight Sonata: Deafness in 3 Movements*

**November 1** Nikki West & the Jean Jeanies present *Moonage Daydream* (new release!)

**December 6** Nathan Moore & friends present *Hallelujah* (new release!)

For tickets: [https://thearcadiaproject.org](https://thearcadiaproject.org)
Doors open 6:30pm, performance begins 7:00pm. A portion of all proceeds will benefit the Arcadia Project.

COVID 19 Policy: We encourage but no longer require proof of vaccination and/or masks, but reserve the right to reinstate the policy if health conditions change.

Have questions? Either respond to this email or write us at info@thearcadiaproject.org

ARCADIA PROJECT, P.O. Box 571, Staunton, VA 24402, 540.885.3211
info@thearcadiaproject.org
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